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Abstract

Any application that represents data as graphs may be interested in finding pat-

terns in those graphs. To do this in an unsupervised fashion requires the ability to

find subgraphs that are similar to one another. That is the purpose of GraphClust.

GraphClust is an algorithm and software that clusters directed and undirected labelled

graphs. The algorithm proceeds in three phases: it finds (first phase) highly connected

substructures in each graph and then (second phase) it uses those substructures to rep-

resent each graph as a feature vector. Clustering (third phase) itself can be done using

the k-means or the Antipole method, though other methods are of course possible. We

validate the cluster quality by using the silhouette method. Moreover, SVD decompo-

sition leads to the computation of highly co-occurring substructures.

Index terms - Text clustering, Document vectors, Graphs clustering, Graphs sub-

structure.
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1 Related Work

In the last few years, developing algorithms for clustering data represented by graphs has

been recognized as a problem in the pattern recognition community [10]. Nevertheless,

graph clustering is still an open problem for two reasons. First, many interesting exact

graph matching problems, e.g. subgraph isomorphism, maximum common subgraph,

etc., are NP-complete and then exact graph clustering algorithms using graph matching

are extremely time consuming. Second, the proper distance metric between graphs is

a matter of debate.

In chemistry, the clustering of substances is of central interest [7]. Starting from

molecules of known properties, compounds that are structurally similar are likely to ex-

hibit similar properties [27]. Moreover, for having a successful clustering, an appropriate

description of molecule structures and an adequate clustering algorithm are both essen-

tial. Methods based on the relevant compound property space has been applied for the

prediction of physiochemical and biological properties of chemical compounds [8, 9], the

selection of diverse representative compounds and reagent sets for the design of com-

binatorial libraries [22], compound acquisition selection [37, 32] and the compilation

of screening sets [16]. Many methods mostly based on fingerprint descriptions have

appeared in literature [18]. The hierarchical Ward [45], the nonhierarchical Jarvis-

Patrick [26] and the k-means relocation methods [15] are the most popular. Ward’s

method outperforms the other two in chemical databases [7, 16, 18, 46]. Ott et al. [34]

proposed a sequential superparamagnetic clustering approach which clusters correctly

datasets composed of structures from seven chemically distinct compound classes.

There is an extensive literature on subgraph searching [40, 39]. Most of these meth-

ods are designed for specific applications. For example, Daylight [25], proposed a search-

ing system for molecular databases using fingerprints consisting of bit vectors, where

each position is associated to a small path. It outputs all the molecules that contain at

least one occurrence of the query.

Other methods for XML databases have been proposed [12, 31, 38, 19, 36].

Messmer and Bunke [33] proposed a method which indexes the graphs in a database

and computes a graph isomorphism. Both indexing and matching are based on all

possible permutations of the adjacent matrices of the graphs.
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GraphGrep [20] is a method which finds all the occurrences of a subgraph in a

database of graphs. Its filtering process starts by computing for each graph and for

each node all the paths starting at that node and having length one up to a small

constant. An hash-table associates all the paths with their corresponding indexes.

Text retrieval [30, 13, 3, 29] has focussed on the need to locate textual information

efficiently. A classical text searching method [13] involves modelling a text collection

in document-term matrix, and evaluating a document’s relevance to a query using a

linear algebraic dot product. In a term-document matrix A, A[i, j] gives the number

of occurrences of term j in document i. Queries are normally represented as a bit

vector over the same set of terms. The similarity between document vectors (the rows

of document-term matrices) can be found by their inner product. This corresponds to

determining the number of term matches (weighted by frequency) in the respective doc-

uments. Another commonly used similarity measure is the cosine of the angle between

the document vectors. This can be achieved computationally by first normalizing (to

1) the rows of the document-term matrices before computing inner products. Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) has been shown to work well for text retrieval over the

last fifteen years [14, 23]. The motivation is simple: large document-by-term matrices

have a significant amount of redundant data. Removing this information allows a more

precise and efficient search. Singular Value Decomposition achieves rank reduction by

breaking the matrix A in the product of 3 matrices T, S, DT which are truncated to r

dimensions.

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), [24], attempts to project term and document vec-

tors into a lower dimensional space spanned by the true “factors” of the collection. This

uses a truncated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the term-document matrix.

Spectral methods try to represent the most interesting properties of the input graphs

using vectors, thus reducing the graph clustering problem to a problem in a vector

space [4, 5, 28]. This allows a new spectral method, closely related to latent semantic

indexing, to be used.

Subdue is another method to capture essential structure information from graphs.

The Subdue substructure discovery system, [2], discovers repetitive subgraphs in a

labelled graph representation by using the minimum description length principle. Ex-

periments show Subdue’s applicability to several domains, such as molecular biology,
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image analysis and computer-aided design.

In this paper, GraphClust, a new algorithm for clustering labelled graphs, will be

presented. The problem of mapping the graphs as feature vectors is solved by creating

some substructures such that the frequency of substructure j in the graph i is stored

at A[i, j]. After this, the rows of the matrix A are finally clustered. According to the

kind of graph, GraphClust has two different methods for finding substructures: one

introduced in GraphGrep [20] for the paths generation, more effective when the input

graphs have many labels; the other technique is represented by the SUBDUE method [2],

which is more suitable in presence of sparse graphs having few labels compared to the

number of nodes, like e.g. chemical compounds. A list of highly correlated substructures

is at the end created by using the SVD reduction.

From Diego to DENNIS: the following paragraph is new. From Dennis to Diego:

edited, but still the question is: Algorithmically what are we doing that is different?

From Diego to Dennis: here as our innovation I want to claim our trade-off between

scalability and performance since the previous methods are focussed on small datasets of

chemical compounds. From Diego to Dennis: I mention the performance section where

we have a time-complexity graph on NCI database

In contrast to previous work ([27, 8, 9, 34]), where particular properties of the do-

main are taken into account (e.g. about the similarity of chemical structures), Graph-

Clust works with any kind of labelled graph. Clustering chemical compounds by using

the Jarvis-Patrick [26] or Daylight System [25] or the Ward’s method [45] could be

computationally prohibitive for large databases. The AllPairShortestPath procedure to

find important substructures and either k-means or the Antipole method for cluster-

ing the resulting feature vectors according to the underlined similarity measure makes

GraphClust a fast and effective method able to perform well also on large datasets as

shown in section 5.

2 Design

GraphClust assumes that each node of the database graphs has a unique identification

number and a label. Edges are unlabelled (for purpose of this paper).

GraphClust deals with either directed or undirected graphs. The substructures can
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Figure 1: Dataset of two graphs.

Graph (a) Graph (b)

Initial Node Substructures generated Initial Node Substructures generated

top-left A {A,AC,AB,ABA} A {A,AB,AC}

B {B,BC,BA,BA} B {B,BA,BAC}

bottom-right A {A,AB,ABC,ABA} C {C,CA,CAB}

C {C,CA,CB,CBA}

Table 1: Patterns generated from the dataset of Fig. 1 using AllPairShortestPath with lp = 3.

C CA CB CBA A AB ABA B BAC

graph (a) 1 2 2 2 2 4 2 1 0

graph (b) 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 2

Table 2: Matrix A generated from the patterns of Table 1.
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be discovered in two ways:

• by using the AllPairShortestPath algorithm as shown in [20]; in this case, for each

graph of the dataset and for each vertex v, all shortest paths whose lengths are at

most lp are generated from v. Each path is represented by the sequence of node

labels in that path.

• by using the Subdue substructure discovery system ([2]); in this case, for each

graph g of the dataset, Subdue finds common or approximately common sub-

structures of g.

These two techniques to find substructures work well regardless of the source appli-

cation domain of the graph as we show in our experimental section.

A matrix having a number of columns equal to the number of found substructures

and a number of rows equal to the number of the graphs in the dataset is created. Each

entry A[i, j] represents the number of times in which the substructure j is contained in

the graph i.

If AllPairShortestPath is run, it finds for each graph all the label sequences corre-

sponding to all paths whose lengths are at most lp and therefore it creates more columns

in the matrix A than Subdue. Experimentally we observed that lp = 4 is a good trade-

off between time and precision. However, if too many substructures are found with

either AllPairShortestPath or Subdue, GraphClust considers only the max sub most

frequent, where max sub is a constant of the system. For example, on chemical com-

pounds, where usually there are not so many nodes and edges, Subdue provides a better

solution in terms of clustering precision. For graphs with many edges, AllPairShortest-

Path outperforms Subdue.

Once that the matrix A is completed, we cluster its rows. There are two possible

clustering algorithms to use: one is the k-means algorithm in which the user chooses the

number of clusters k to create; the other is the Antipole clustering [11] in which the user

chooses a “tightness” measure (an integer value in the range 1 to 4) where the higher

the measure the smaller the cluster radius and hence the larger the number of generated

clusters. Antipole clustering [11] is much faster than k-means even if it is not possible

to know a-priori the number of clusters that will be created. The metric distance used

in both clustering algorithms just described can be either Euclidean distance or inner
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product distance. Euclidean distance is appealing for applications having a natural

geometry. Inner product is better for non-spatial applications such as text-similarity.

The above clustering algorithms work well across all the domains we have tried.

In table 2 a matrix obtained from the patterns of table 1 generated by applying the

AllPairShortestPath algorithm with lp = 3 to the dataset in Fig. 1 is shown.

Another operation we perform when the matrix A is complete, is the creation of

correlated substructures. By using the SVD method, the substructure-graph matrix

AT is broken apart into the product of 3 matrices T, S and DT . Table 3 shows a SVD

of the matrix A in table 2. These matrices are truncated to r dimensions with r chosen

by the user. Dimensionality reduction reduces the noise present in the substructure-

substructure matrix revealing a more robust relationship between the substructures.

The substructure-substructure correlation matrix Xr is then computed by multiplying

Tr × Sr × (Tr × Sr)
T . Table 4 shows the substructure-substructure correlation matrix

Xr computed with the matrices Tr, Sr of table 3 reduced for r = 1. When the number

of substructures is too large and then it would be too expensive to compute the singular

value decomposition, GraphClust considers only the main substructures (the ones with

highest support).
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−0.33 0.01
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−0.26 0.35
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×
(

6.8 0
0 2.61

)

×
(

−0.89 0.46
−0.46 −0.89

)

T × S × DT

Table 3: Matrices T, S,DT generated by the Singular Value Decomposition of AT of Table 2.

3 Algorithms

It turns out that GraphClust consists of 16 different algorithms broken down along the

four binary dimensions described in the section 2. The main concept of GraphClust

is the mapping of the data graphs into k-dimensional vectors. To perform this step
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T

=

C CA CB CBA A AB ABA B BAC

C 2 4 2 2 3 6 2 2 2
CA 4 8 4 4 6 12 4 4 4
CB 2 4 4 4 4 8 4 2 0

CBA 2 4 4 4 4 8 4 2 0
A 3 6 4 4 5 10 4 3 2

AB 6 12 8 8 10 20 8 6 4
ABA 2 4 4 4 4 8 4 2 0

B 2 4 2 2 3 6 2 2 2
BAC 2 4 0 0 2 4 0 2 4

Table 4: Reduced correlation substructure-substructure matrix Xr = Tr × Sr × (Tr × Sr)
T

for r = 1.

we have introduced the concept of substructures and the methods used to find these

substructures.

In this section, the algorithms used by GraphClust in the three steps of its main

procedure will be discussed.

Subdue [2] discovers interesting and repetitive subgraphs in a labelled graph repre-

sentation using the minimum description length principle; Subdue discovers substruc-

tures that compress the original data and represent structural concepts in the data. By

replacing previously-discovered substructures in the data, multiple passes of Subdue

produce a hierarchical description of the structural regularities in the data. Subdue

uses a computationally-bounded inexact graph match that identifies similar, but not

identical, instances of a substructure and finds an approximate measure of closeness

of two substructures when under computational constraints. In addition to the mini-

mum description length principle, other background knowledge can be used by Subdue

to guide the search towards more appropriate substructures. Once the substructures

and the matrix A have been created, the clustering is performed by the k-means or

Antipole clustering method [11]. In our implementation of k-means, at the first iter-

ation (that is for t = 1), the initial k centroids q1
1, q

1
2, . . . , q

1
k are computed by using

the Gonzalez [21] algorithm; then, the rest of the objects are assigned to a class ac-
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cording to the relation xl ∈ C1
j iff d(xl, q

1
j ) ≤ d(xl, q

1
i ), 1 ≤ j, i ≤ k, i 6= j. At the

generic iteration t, new centroids are computed in such a way that the performance

index, γi =
∑

x∈Ct
i
|x − qt

i |
2, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k, is minimized. This is achieved mak-

ing qt+1
i = 1

nt
i

∑

∀x∈Ct
i
x. If qt+1

i = qt
i , the process finishes, otherwise, the objects are

grouped again.

The Antipole clustering [11] algorithm of bounded radius is performed by a top-down

procedure starting from a given finite set of points S which checks if a given splitting

condition is satisfied. This condition asks for two points whose distance is greater than

the radius. If there are no two such points, then splitting is not performed and the

given subset is a cluster on which an approximate centroid is then found. Otherwise, a

suitable pair of points (A, B) of S called Antipole is generated and the set is partitioned

by assigning each point of the splitting subset to the closest endpoint of the Antipole

(A, B). As seen in [11] the randomized algorithms used by Antipole clustering makes

its construction much faster than k-means’s.

4 Complexity

Here is a description of the worst case complexity for the three steps of GraphClust.

Let |D| be the number of graphs in a database D. The first and second step of

the algorithm depend on which algorithm is used to create the patterns. If AllPair-

ShortestPath is used, then the complexity of the first step is O(
∑|D|

i (ni
3)), where ni

are the number of nodes of the graph i; in this case the complexity of the second

step is O(|D||pat|
∑|D|

i (nim
lp
i )), where |pat| is the total number of patterns gener-

ated and mi is the number of patterns starting from ni. If the Subdue algorithm is

used, then the complexity of the first step becomes O(
∑|D|

i (
∑nsubs

j=1 (ninstj × gmj))),

where ninsti is the maximum possible number of non-overlapping instances for sub-

structure j and gmj is the user-defined maximum number of partial mappings that

are considered during a graph match between substructure definition j and a poten-

tial instance of the substructure. In this case the complexity of the second step is

O (|D||pat|
∑|D|

i (
∑nsubs

j=1 (ninstj × gmj))), where ninsti and gmj have already been

described above. Details of the Subdue complexity analysis can be found in [35].

For the third step we will consider for first the clustering process and then the
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SVD computation. The clustering process complexity depends on which algorithm is

used. K-means takes time O(tk|D|), with k the number of clusters and t is the number

of iterations. Normally, k, t << |D|. The Antipole algorithm [11] has a worst-case

complexity of τ(τ−1)
2 |D| + o(|D|) in the input size |D|, where τ is the bounded radius

(see [11] for further details).

The speed of AllPairShortestPath makes it preferable to Subdue in presence of big

datasets having large number of edges.

Finally, the SVD process complexity takes O (|pat|2 · |D| + |pat| · |D|2) so it would

not be pratical for big datasets. To make the process effective also with large datasets,

the SVD considers only the max sub substructures more interesting (more repetitive

in the database) where max sub is a constant of the algorithm.

5 Performance Studies

We start with a systematic evaluation of the quality of the clusters. The Silhouette

method [6] is used to show how good the clustering obtained is. Moreover, we want

to show how well the final clustering performed by GraphClust captures the graphs

present in different categories known a-priori. For this, we have used an artificial graph

generator [17] to create a database containing five different categories of undirected

graphs. The five categories includes randomly graphs, regular 2D-meshes, regular 3D-

meshes, irregular 2D-meshes, irregular 3D-meshes. For each category we have generated

1000 graphs with 30 nodes and 1000 graphs with 80 nodes. The number of edges vary

from 50 to 200. Each group of 1000 graphs differs for the 7% of the edges. Thus,

our artificial dataset contains 10000 graphs. An optimal clustering creates 10 clusters,

each one containing one structural group of graphs. Tables 5 and 6 depict the global

silhouette values, GSu, for our obtained clustering whose number of clusters c varies

from 10 to 15. Clustering in table 5 has been performed by using the Antipole Tree data

structure tuning properly the radius such that the resulting clusters ranged in [10, 15]

whereas clustering in table 6 has been performed by using the k-means algorithm with

k ∈ [10, 15]. For both clustering algorithms, the substructures have been discovered

by using the AllPairShortestPath fixing the constant lp = 4. In both tables c = 10 is

suggested as the best clustering configuration for the examined data set and this is also
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the optimal number of clusters known for when the data set has been created.

c GSu

10 0.712

11 0.665

12 0.693

13 0.607

14 0.518

15 0.489

Table 5: Global Silhouette values for clustering obtained by using GraphClust with Antipole
Tree data structure.

c GSu

10 0.886

11 0.830

12 0.714

13 0.678

14 0.643

15 0.660

Table 6: Global Silhouette values for clustering obtained by using GraphClust with k-means
algorithm.

Now, we have to show that this clustering is also coherent with the a-priori clas-

sification of the data set. Recall that in the optimal clustering each cluster contains

a single structural group where in each group the graphs differ by 7% of their edges.

Table 7 shows the similarities in percent between the best clustering obtained in table 5

and 6 (that is for c = 10) and the optimal clustering. A value x% for the cluster Ci

obtained with GraphClust means that Ci is equal to x% of the optimal cluster Ci.

To measure the robustness of the clustering obtained, a pair of graphs g1 and g2 are

considered to be consistent in the two clusterings if they are in the same cluster in both

cases or in different clusters in both cases. Otherwise they are inconsistent. In table 8,

for c = 10, the output clustering generated by GraphClust has been compared with the

optimal clustering. The value consistent value shows the number of graphs pairs that

are consistent divided by the total number of graphs pairs for the output obtained.

From Diego to Dennis: I inserted a time-complexity graph on the same database

NCI used by graphgrep in icpr2002

GraphClust performs well on large datasets. In Fig. 2 we show the time complexity

(in seconds) of GraphClust on NCI databases up to 50000 molecules. We also report

the number of substructures created for each dataset. The graphs in these databases
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Clustering Algorithm C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

Antipole Tree 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 95.14% 66.0% 50% 28.9%

K-means 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 54.4% 50% 45.6%

Table 7: Similarities in percentual between the best clustering found (c = 10) in Tables 5, 6
and the optimal clustering.

Clustering Algorithm Number of consistent pairs Total number of pairs consistent value

Antipole Tree 48704861 49995000 0.9741

K-means 48746936 49995000 0.9750

Table 8: Robustness between the best clustering found in Tables 5, 6 and the optimal clus-
tering.

have an average number of 20 nodes; several graphs have up to 270 nodes. GraphClust

has been executed by using AllPairShortestPath to find substructures and Antipole

algorithm for clustering.
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Figure 2: Time complexity and number of substructures for NCI database.

6 Finding gene co-regulations in biological data

In this section we analyze how GraphClust substructure discovery process is effective

and present some results obtained on two biological datasets having to do with RNA

expression. Recent microarray analysis have demonstrated that the expression of many

regulatory genes are affected by nitrate [41, 44, 42]. In [43], microarray analysis of gene

expression revealed that 595 genes responded to nitrate in both wild-type and mutant
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plants. We have used the outputs produced in [43] consisting of a list of correlated genes

pairs that responded to nitrate in wild-type plants and in NR-null (nitrate reductase)

plants. To study these two sets of correlation pairs at the functional level, we replaced

each gene with the the Gene Ontology (GO) terms that characterize it. At the end

we have obtained two Gene Ontology term graphs, one for the correlations of gene

expression values in wild-type experiments and the other for the correlations of gene

expression values in a (NR)-null double mutant of Arabidopsis. Each node of each

graphs corresponds to a gene involved in some correlation and is labelled by the set of

Gene Ontology terms associated with that gene. There is an edge between two nodes

if there is a correlation between the expression of the two genes.

Given the size of the two resulting graphs, (13867 nodes and 999658 edges for the

wild-types and 13428 nodes and 1022692 edges for (NR)-null double mutant), we have

used AllPairShortestPath instead of Subdue for building paths of length up to lp = 4.

Fig. 3 shows the GO-term paths resulting from administering nitrate on wild-type

plants whereas Fig. 4 shows the results on mutant plants whose ability to assimilate

nitrate is impaired. Our biological collaborator Rodrigo Gutierrez concludes from these

figures that transcriptional genes are co-regulated with genes involved in other processes

for the wildtype but not for the mutant. ”One interpretation of this result is that the

transcriptional response requires assimilation of nitrate into reduced forms of organic

N sources.”

From Diego to Dennis: I put this paragraph in a non-titled section and added the

info of the NCI database since we are talking about the experiments time and the pc

used

For all the experiments we used a Mobile Intel Pentium Processor 2.30GHz and 512MB

of RAM with the Linux operating system. For the syntethic experiments the algorithm

runs in about 10 minutes while for the real dataset it runs in about 20 hours. For the

NCI database it takes much less since the average number of nodes of graphs is much

smaller.
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Figure 3: Correlations of gene expression values in wild-type experiments.

7 Conclusions

We have proposed a new general method for clustering labelled graphs that entails (i)

identifying interesting substructures, (ii) clustering the graphs by their substructures

and (iii) finding frequently co-occurring substructures pairs.

GraphClust performs efficiently and gives high quality results for both artificial and

real data sets across a wide variety of domains. GraphClust is implemented in ANSI C

and the software implementation is freely available at www.cs.nyu.edu/shasha/papers/graphclust/.

Suggestive biological results have been obtained by using GraphClust substructure cre-

ating method on the correlations of gene expression values in both wild-type and mutant

experiments.

8 Future Work

We are extending GraphClust to deal with nearest neighbor and range query search.

Also, a new version that makes use of the Berkeley Database to reduce the space com-

plexity is in progress. At the algorithmic level, we are working on new techniques for
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Figure 4: Correlations of gene expression values in nitrate reductase (NR)-null double mutant
of Arabidopsis experiments.
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finding common substructures and classifying the most important ones. A new Graph-

Clust extension will make use of data mining tools like k-min-hashing for identifying

important substructures. As far as bioinformatics is concerned, we are looking for

some way to incorporate GraphClust in Cytoscape [1] and doing a further analysis to

protein-protein interaction networks.
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